We are Qorvo®
Core RF Solutions

Your Smart Partner for the World’s Toughest RF Challenges

Qorvo brings unique expertise in core RF to 5G and Wi-Fi networks, the IoT and other emerging applications that connect people, places and things. Qorvo technology and products enable global connections with more data capacity and always-on reliability. Whether for mobile devices, communications infrastructure or defense systems, Qorvo has the design, manufacturing, applications engineering and global resources to serve the world’s leading customers.

Manufacturing Scale
Support large customers with high-volume manufacturing expertise

Product Leadership
Design and build high-value RF solutions to stringent customer demands

Systems Knowledge
Diverse engineering expertise spanning process, product and packaging technologies

Customer Relationships
Trusted supplier capable of solving customers’ largest RF challenges

Qorvo At-A-Glance
- 7,900+ global employees
- Trailing 12-month revenue: $3.7 billion
- Nasdaq: QRVO
- Innovative radio frequency (RF) solutions for everything that connects the world
- Offering competitive advantages in manufacturing, product and technology leadership, engineering, customer relationships
- Providing solutions for three key markets: mobile, infrastructure & defense

Centered on Customers
Qorvo helps customers by solving RF complexity. Only Qorvo offers all core technologies needed to deliver highly integrated solutions that Connect, Protect and Power™ the world. The company brings 30+ years of end-to-end expertise, from the network to the device.

Innovation at Its Core
Qorvo brings unique strengths to innovative solutions for diverse, high-growth segments of large global markets. The company enjoys multiple, long-term growth drivers to address opportunities in Wi-Fi, 5G, gallium nitride (GaN), and the Internet of Things (IoT).
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